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The Camtree Digital Library 

What is Camtree? 

Camtree, the Cambridge Teacher Research Exchange, is a new global online platform that 
supports communities of teachers to reflect on, develop, and share their practice, through 
involvement in research in their own educational settings.  The Camtree team is based at 
Hughes Hall, University of Cambridge, and works closely with the University of Cambridge 
Faculty of Education, and other partner organisations. 

An essential part of the Camtree platform is a unique, open and free-to-access digital library in 
which teachers can publish their research. Camtree enables and encourages sharing and 
development of practice, as well as synthesis and application of research findings.  

The Camtree Digital Library 

Camtree enables teachers to publish the outcomes of their inquiries in its digital library 
(https://library.camtree.org) which provides a permanent, globally-accessible home for peer-
reviewed reports and supporting data and educational materials from individual teachers, as 
well as collections of work generated and curated by special interest groups, communities and 
educational organisations.   There is no comparable digital library or platform offering these 
opportunities to teachers on a global scale. 

The Camtree digital library has been developed using the DSpace 7 digital repository platform, 
hosted by Atmire, a certified DSpace provider.  DSpace is used by leading research 
organizations and universities around the world, including the University of Cambridge which 
uses it as the basis of the ‘Apollo’ research repository.  The Camtree digital library, however, 
has been tailored by Camtree and Atmire to reflect the specific requirements of users 
conducting, accessing, and seeking to learn from close-to-practice educational research. 

As well as offering browsing and search tools, library contents are indexed by Google Scholar 
and CORE (the international open archives aggregator). From 2023, the reach and impact of 
each report published will be measurable using Altmetrics® - in the same way as an article 
published in a recognised research journal. 

Library Content 

The digital library exists primarily for long-term storage, retrieval, and synthesis of reports of 
close to practice research, carried out by teachers in their own educational settings.  Research 
reports are typically 2000-5000 words in length, although they may be accompanied by: 

o Supporting documents such as research instruments, ethical protocols, or data sets 
o Learning resources generated during or evaluated as part of teacher inquiries 
o Longer documents such as dissertations or theses from which a report is derived 

Camtree is a multilingual platform. Research reports may be submitted in any language. They 
will need to be accompanied by a 350 word structured abstract in English, which allows library 
users easily to locate reports and assess their relevance to their own work, as well as enabling 
synthesis of research, including that using machine-learning approaches.   

Standard metadata schemes (Dublin Core and Learning Resource Metadata Initiative) are used 
across the digital library, ensuring consistent descriptions and easy discovery of reports.  This 
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also means that when exported, metadata records can easily be imported into software used 
for citation management or literature reviewing. 

In order to improve still further the consistency of description and the ease of searching across 
the entire library, vocabularies from the International Standard Classification of Education 
(ISCED) are used: ISCED-F to provide descriptions of curriculum areas, and ISCED-11 to describe 
the level or phase of education.  Use of these internationally recognised vocabularies 
complements and extends information provided in structured abstracts and lists of keywords 
provided by the authors of reports. 

Reports and supporting documents are, by default, deposited under a Creative Commons 
Attribution (CC-BY) Licence, although there is the option for specific collections to use 
alternative licences. 

How the Camtree Digital Library is Organised 

The library has the capability to support communities and sub-communities, which are 
organisational units (such as schools, networks, associations or providers or training or 
professional development), and collections of content contributed (and potentially also 
curated to some extent) by a community or sub-community. 

 
Figure 1: Communities and Collections in the Library: Community A has a single collection; Community B has chosen 
to organise its collections chronologically; Community C has established subcommunities with collections 
organised by curriculum area and phase. 

Items in the library do not have to belong to a collection, nor do their authors have to be 
members of a community, and we anticipate establishing ‘independent’ Camtree communities 
and subcommunities for individual members, based on educational sectors, curriculum areas 
and specific interests. 
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While contributions are organised into collections and can be ‘browsed’ accordingly, the fact 
that they are all described consistently, and have structured abstracts, means that library users 
will be able to search seamlessly across collections, searching for relevant content based on 
curriculum area, phase, or geographical area of origin. 

Contributing to the Library 

Reports may be submitted to the repository by an individual author or an organisations’ 
administrator. Once logged in, submission is via a single form which clearly indicates the 
required information; where options are limited, contributors are presented with drop-down 
menus from which they can choose.  

 
Figure 2: Digital Library Entry Interface 

As well as reports, contributors can upload supporting documents or appendices, such as data 
sets, learning resources, protocols, or ethical frameworks.  Where the report is derived from a 
longer document such as a thesis, this can also be uploaded.  Associated documents are 
presented alongside the main report. 
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Once submitted, reports enter a workflow process where submission data can be checked for 
accuracy and completeness.  Where required, an additional peer-review step can be added to 
this workflow, although this may be unnecessary for reports that have already been reviewed 
or assessed prior to submission.  Submissions can be returned to authors with comments, 
questions, or suggestions. 

Accessing Library Content 

Library content can be accessed using a range of ‘search’ and ‘browse’ tools.  As well browsing 
collections, users of the library can search by keyword, filter results on specific metadata fields, 
and carry out full-text searching of the entire digital library.  

Individual reports are presented showing their key bibliographical details, and users have the 
option of viewing and exporting a full metadata record. 

 
Figure 3: An individual report record with structured abstract, metadata, and thumbnail image. 

Content in the digital library will be indexed by Google Scholar and because the library is ‘open’ 
the metadata (information about each publication) can be ‘harvested’ by search engines and 
linked data applications such as CORE (the international Open Archives metadata aggregator).  
This makes them more easily discoverable. 
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As the digital library grows, Camtree intends to explore the potential for the development of 
alternative interfaces and visualisations of its content, as well as integrations with other web 
platforms such as content management systems (Wordpress, Drupal) and learning 
management systems such as Blackboard, Moodle and Canvas. 

The availability of substantial collections of close-to-practice research conducted by teachers 
will make the Camtree Digital Library invaluable in supporting learning at all levels, informing 
both practice and policy worldwide. 

It will be a resource for: 

o individual teachers searching for examples of classroom inquiries and innovations 
o educational leaders seeking evidence and exemplification of school- and system-wide 

curriculum and professional development 
o researchers looking for teacher perspectives on specific issues or seeking to synthesise 

close-to-practice research from different settings 
o policymakers who wish to take account of teacher expertise and close-to-practice 

research when formulating policy and making system-level decisions 

Camtree Domains and the Library 

Part of the broader Camtree vision is of partner organisations or ‘domains’ operating as part 
of a global Camtree network.  These might be existing networks of schools, subject associations, 
providers of training and continuing professional development, or new kinds of groups, 
projects or initiatives enabled by digital networking. 

We intend that a key activity of such domains might be the establishment, curation, and use 
(in training, research, or policy formation) of communities and collections within the Camtree 
digital library.  

The digital library will offer domain partners all the benefits of establishing their own library, 
archive, or repository, together with the added advantages of being part of a larger, fully 
featured, and well-supported digital infrastructure, at a fraction of the cost of doing so 
independently.  

Camtree Digital Library Development Plans 

Currently, Camtree is working with selected partners to establish their domains and their 
digital library collections. 

During 2023, we will implement a major upgrade to the digital library, including: 

o Implementation of Configurable Entities, an exciting feature of DSpace 7 which extends 
the ‘collections’ model to allow different kinds of organisations, their members, and 
their publications all to be represented.  Examples might include conferences, journals, 
research centres, and research schools, as well as web profiles for individual teachers 
engaged in close-to-practice research 

o Provision of additional interface languages 
o Custom submission processes (including enhanced workflows for the review of 

submissions, and the option of collection-specific metadata) 
o Altmetrics ® to provide measure of reach and impact for reports. 
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Participation and Contact Details 

If you would like to discuss participation in the Camtree Digital Library, or in Camtree more 
generally - including becoming a Camtree domain partner - please contact: 

Dr. Patrick Carmichael, 
Managing Director, 
Camtree, 
Hughes Hall,  
University of Cambridge, 
CB1 2EW. 

Email: wpc22@hughes.cam.ac.uk 

For general inquiries about Camtree, email: camtree@hughes.cam.ac.uk. 

 

 


